BIGGA greenkeepers share in Baker-Finch's Open success
BIGGA certainly made its presence felt at golf's greatest tournament at Royal Birkdale. See if you're on any of our pictures in our special Open photo-feature. Pages 14 - 15

Perfection through perfect planning
The responsibility for nurturing Letchworth's fair acres to perfection rests with a talented young Scot, Duncan McGilvray, and his highly motivated team, backed by an enlightened committee. His approach to 'The Way Forward' suggests no simple lip-service to an idea, rather a long-term plan that works. Pages 18 - 19

Introducing the first Master Greenkeeper
Laurence Pittie, Course Manager at Minchinhampton, is named as BIGGA's first Master Greenkeeper. His personal comments and observations on the MGC may prove inspirational to many future Master Greenkeepers. Page 7

Roll up for the greatest show on turf
We preview the best of both well established products and services - along with innovative ideas and new equipment that will see the light of day for the first time at the IOG on September 3rd - 5th. Pages 20 - 40
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COVER PICTURE:
Waiting over and regional qualifiers declared. What odds a Scottish winner?....Pages 52, 53, 54
Winners, losers, stayers, movers - all in the page that's right up to date with the news. Page 5
Another reminder for the Management Courses - and your invitation to New Orleans....Pages 8, 12
The Compact Tractor continues to win new converts with a plethora of accessories...Pages 45, 46
Caring for young trees and saplings...Pages 42, 43

Advertising in Greenkeeper International works: The telephone Bill Lynch on 091 413 7216, Carol Dutton on 0207 570 117 or Andrew Clark on 0323 961.